
 
 
Literacy outline plan for parents - Spring Term 1 2021 
 

Year Group: 4 
(Classes 4KL and 4KB) 

Date: 1.2.21-5.2.21 
Week 5 

Year group email address for questions and completed work:  
year4@eastbrook.w-sussex.sch.uk 

Learning focus this week: Non-chronological Reports (Report on Mumbai)  
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Learning Objective: Learning activities: 

To plan and record ideas  
 
 

Watch Monday’s Literacy Video  
This week you will be writing a non-chronological report on Mumbai. Mumbai is the biggest city in India. Today you will be writing notes about Mumbai. We have 
produced a document with example notes, it is saved on the website called “Monday_Week5_Example Notes.” 
Watch the videos linked and write short, precise notes about each sub-heading.  
The subheadings we are writing notes about today are:  

1. Introduction  2. History  3. Migration 
Introduction video part 1: BBC Two - Primary Geography, India, Urban India - Mumbai, An introduction to Mumbai (pt 1/2) 
Introduction video part 2: BBC Two - Primary Geography, India, Urban India - Mumbai, An introduction to Mumbai (pt 2/2) 
History and Migration video: BBC Two - Primary Geography, India, Urban India - Mumbai, Life in Mumbai (pt 1/3) 
Task: Write notes about the subheadings Introduction, History and Migration. 
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Learning Objective: Learning activities: 

To plan and record ideas  
 

Watch Tuesday’s Literacy Video  
On Monday you wrote precise notes about the subheadings, Introduction, History and Migration. Today you will be writing notes about the subheadings. 
 4. Shanty towns  5. Lunchtime in Mumbai 
Just like yesterday, watch the videos linked and write precise notes about the last two subheadings. Remember to look at the example notes to help.  
Shanty Towns video: BBC Two - Primary Geography, India, Urban India - Mumbai, Life in Mumbai (pt 2/3) 
Lunchtime in Mumbai video: BBC Two - Primary Geography, India, Urban India - Mumbai, Life in Mumbai (pt 3/3) 
Task: Write notes about the subheadings Shanty towns and Lunchtime in Mumbai.  
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Learning Objective Learning activities: 

Use nouns and pronouns 
to avoid repetition 

Watch Wednesday’s Literacy video 
Today you will be writing the introduction for your non-chronological report on Mumbai. You can use the template to organise your writing or lined paper. 
Your focus when writing today will be pronouns. A pronoun is a word which can take the place of a noun. When writing our introduction, you do not want to repeat 
yourself by saying “Mumbai is the biggest city in India…Mumbai overlooks the Arabian sea… Mumbai is very noisy.” 
Instead, we must think of different pronouns to make our writing for interesting for the reader. We could write ‘The vibrant city of Mumbai is the biggest city in 
India… It overlooks the Arabian sea… Everyone knows Mumbai is very noisy.” 
Task: Write an introduction about Mumbai using your notes focusing on avoiding repetition of pronouns 
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Learning Objective Learning activities: 

Use a range of fronted 
adverbials 

Watch Thursday’s Literacy video  
Today you will be using your notes to write two paragraphs for your non-chronological report. Your first paragraph will be about the History of Mumbai and the 
second paragraph will be about Migration. 
Your focus when writing today will be fronted adverbials.  
A fronted adverbial is a word or phrase used at the beginning of a sentence to tell the reader how, when or where something is happening. 
Spin the wheel to generate a fronted adverbial. Adverbial phrases for non-fiction - Random wheel (wordwall.net) Can you include the fronted adverbial in your 
writing? Or can you think of your own?  
Task: Write a paragraph about the subheading History of Mumbai and then write a paragraph about Migration. Include fronted adverbials in your writing.  
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Learning Objective Learning activities: 

Edit and proof read my 
writing  

Watch Friday’s Literacy video   
Today you will be writing the final two paragraphs about the subheadings Shanty Towns and Lunchtime in Mumbai. Use your notes to write detailed paragraphs. 
Remember to include a range of pronouns and fronted adverbials to make your writing more interesting for the reader.  
When you have finished your final paragraphs. You must read through your writing to check for errors. Can you spot a missing word, missing capital letter, incorrect 
punctuation, or a misspelt word? Read through each paragraph very carefully.  
Task: Write a paragraph about the subheading Shanty Towns and then write a paragraph about Lunchtime in Mumbai.  
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